**01 PREVIOUS STATE**

**A**. Bus Stop
- The old-fashioned structure, also degraded, broke the harmony of the square.

**B**. Electrical and Phone Warnings
- A high number of wirings that interfered with the panoramic views of the lake and the mountains.

**C**. Illegal Ramp and Garage
- An illegal ramp built to access to a private and also illegal garage in a protected building.

**D**. Old Surface Partially Covered
- Parts of the old granite surface near the noble buildings entrance had been covered.

**E**. Humidity
- Occasional water accumulation in a low point led small palms and weeds growing in one of the corners.

**F**. Illegal Pavements
- Some neighbors built illegal pavements breaking the surface level of the square.

**G**. Slope Near the Church
- The remains of a former loading dock for cattle could be seen next to the slope close to the church, as well as a degraded masonry wall.

**H**. Dead Trees
- Dead tree trunks, and also two more old trees close to be dried, laid in some points.

**I**. Link with Plaza Constitución
- The same type of pavement already used in Plaza Constitución redevelopment (2012), needed to be continued.
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